
•	 Participants	 can	 scavenge	 materials	
for projectiles to share with the crowd in the 
time between confrontations, so that when the 
police inevitably come in harder, people are 
ready to respond effectively.

•	The	police	cars	 trailing	the	demons-
tration and in front of it should consistent-
ly receive projectiles so they can’t be within 
throwing distance.

•	 Bike	 cops	 or	 riot	 police	 should	 be	
forcefully prevented from flanking the sides of 
the demonstration. If necessary, participants 
can hold the sidewalks as well as the streets.

•	 On	 the	 9th, many people were re-
cording the events on their cell phones undis-
turbed. Ideally, we’d have a culture of explai-
ning to people how this is harmful, and then 
proceeding to take action against them or their 
recording devices if necessary. We should note, 
however, that several independent media ini-
tiatives who regularly film at demos appear to 
have solid practices of not recording or publi-
shing incriminating video. In a video posted to 
YouTube of Wednesday’s demo, for instance, 
the camera pans up to avoid filming people 
destroying property, as the sound of glass shat-
tering can be heard.

•	Tear	gas	eventually	functioned	to	dis-
perse the demos on both the 30th and the 9th, 

despite some efforts to throw back the canisters 
and prepare vinegar-soaked cloths. The main 
problem appeared to be panic spreading in 
the crowd, not necessarily the physical effects 
of tear gas. It is possible that more careful ef-
forts to encourage people to stick together and 
proceed in an intelligent direction can continue 
diminishing the impacts of police weapons.
	 •	Questions	of	discourse	and	propagan-
da: why, as anarchists, do we smash the city? 
How are these actions connected to austerity? 
How do our struggles exceed any reformist, 
demands-oriented focus? Though moments of 
conflictual action bring together many indi-
viduals with divergent perspectives and inten-
tions, it would be interesting for participants to 
communicate their analyses in these moments 
of destruction. Smaller crews could come pre-
pared and wheatpaste the streets with posters, 
put up graffiti, or throw flyers from within the 
demo or from higher-vantage points.
 These ideas mean little on paper, but 
we look forward to the possibility of elabora-
ting them together in the streets. Our hearts are 
warmed by the sparks that constitute our his-
tory of collective revolts, and the potential for 
these sparks to catch, because we desire nothing 
less than a city in ruins.
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On the night of wednesday december 
9, a demonstration against austerity took 

the streets of Montreal, under the banner “Our 
Struggle Is Not Negotiable“. Québec’s public sec-
tor had held a general strike earlier the same day, 
and some union leaders have been supporting 
mobilizations on a scale not seen for decades in 
an effort to increase their bargaining power.

The callout read: We won’t let ourselves 
be pacified by a sell-out agreement or by a special 
law. To the front: our struggle is non-negotiable, 
we won’t back down. The night of December 9th, 
let’s retake the street. Let’s warm the city with our 
footsteps and our shouts!

A week earlier, during the night demo of 
November 30th, a smaller-but-determined bloc 
had smashed a cop car immediately upon taking 
the street, entering into a fifteen-minute battle 
with riot police who were hitting people with 
batons and plastic bullets at the intersection of 
Sainte-Catherine street and Bleury street. The 
successes of the 30th helped provide momentum 
for the 9th, and the tension and excitement were 
palpable as participants began to gather at Berri 
Square.

A few dozen black flags were distributed 
throughout the burgeoning crowd. Upon taking 

the street and heading west on Maisonneuve ave-
nue, those who were not masked from the get-go 
began to cover themselves up. Within minutes, 
most participants in the 200-person demonstra-
tion had concealed their identities, forming po-
tentially the largest black bloc in Montreal since 
2012. Our enemies in the mass media didn’t even 
try to frame the destruction that unfolded as the 
work of outside agitators as they often do; the 
bloc was undeniably constitutive of the entire 
demo.
 Early on, half a dozen people swarmed 
an obnoxious Québécois nationalist who shows 
up to nearly every demo and snatched away his 
Québec flag and sign, punching him in the throat 
when he tried to hold on to his props.
 Ten minutes into the demonstration, 
riot police formed a line to our front and right, 
at the intersection of Maisonneuve avenue and 
Saint-Dominique street, trying to funnel us sou-
th where they were preparing the same maneuver 
at Sainte-Dominique street and Sainte-Catherine 
street. Their strategy was clear: to contain us in 
the Quartier Latin and away from the prime tar-
gets in and around the business district, including 
the police headquarters. The crowd had the col-
lective intelligence to not let the police determine 
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our route, and reversed upon itself, heading east 
on Maisonneuve avenue. Masked groups were 
seen sharing rocks, and the crowd darted south 
through a parking lot and housing project cour-
tyard to get onto Sainte-Catherine street, where 
the police had not had time to form new lines to 
restrict our movement.

What followed was a half hour of rio-
tous cat-and-mouse in which the crowd stayed 
one step ahead of police control. A group of six 
bike police on Sainte-Catherine street who were 
naively approaching to flank the demonstration 
were attacked with a hail of rocks. Surges of ex-
citement were felt in the crowd as the cops were 
struck with fear along with projectiles, and ra-
pidly fled east out of view. It was on.

The demonstration made a sprint toward 
René-Lévesque Boulevard, while those further 
back chanted calls to stay close together. The 
demonstration took up all six lanes on René-Lé-
vesque, and looking around, our capacity for des-
truction appeared significant. The semi-armored 
units with plastic-bullet guns that typically march 
along each side of the demo were nowhere to 
be seen, having been blind-sided with volleys of 
rocks to the back of the head during the demo the 
week before. 

For a breathless twenty-minute stretch, 
the demo acted as a grand criminal conspiracy. 
Hammers, flag poles, rocks, and the removable 
metal garbage canisters on every street corner 
were used to smash the windows of Citizenship 
& Immigration Canada, construction conglome-
rate and defense contractor SNC-Lavelin, several 
banks, and other buildings. For a festive touch, 
people also wrecked the Christmas decorations 
assembled at office building entrances, and over-
turned SNC-Lavelin’s Christmas tree. A few par-
ticipants ran ahead and broke the back window 
of a police van with rocks, while others shot off 
some very large fireworks at the remaining vans 

positioned in front of the demo. Cheers erup-
ted with the sound of every shattered window. 
Unknown accomplices could be seen searching 
for and sharing projectiles; when the demo passed 
a construction site, comrades ran ahead to find 
any materials that could be pillaged, and were 
successful in breaking up decorative stones along 
René-Lévesque into throwable chunks.
 Police began shooting tear gas while 
trailing the demo to the east on René-Lévesque, 
using guns that can fire each canister more than 
a block. At first, it wasn’t successful in disper-
sing the demo because the crowd just moved 

west faster while staying relatively tight. The de-
monstration began to head north on University, 
smashing yet another Bank of Montreal window 
as it passed by. The demo split when faced with 
a cop car blocking a smaller street, but quickly 
managed to regroup with itself and responded by 
howling joyfully. At this point, the police conti-
nued to fire tear gas and the crowd had thinned 
to around 50 people. People began to disperse to 
the surrounding streets, while groups of police 
and vans continued to harass small groups of de-
monstrators walking along the sidewalks back to 
Berri Square. The Media reported one arrest of a 

minor for obstructing police work, but no charges 
related to the mayhem.

Moving forward
Against one of the largest and most experienced 
riot policing squads in North America, those 
who took the streets on Wednesday decidedly 
swung the balance of forces in our favor, at least 
briefly.
 We felt moved to write a reportback 
because we see a lot of potential in the deter-
mination and preparedness of the crowd, and 
have some further thoughts for how we mi-
ght expand the scope of these moments, both 
quantitatively and qualitatively. For now, we 
offer a few notes on tactics which could expand 
the time and space of combative demonstra-
tions. Ultimately, though, we want to escape 
the pattern of being successfully fought out of 
the streets after smashing a few windows and 
break with this routine of containment. This 
could look like:
	 •	 Bringing	 rocks,	 fireworks,	 and	 tools	
along (if it feels safe) so that we have fighting 
capacity right from the get-go and aren’t com-
pletely dependent on scavenging for projectiles 
on the street.
	 •	 Barricades	 are	 our	 friends,	 and	 we	
don’t give them enough love. Participants 
can fight behind them at standoffs to prevent 
charging dispersals, and they also function to 
disrupt the city in our wake and make police 
maneuvers more difficult to coordinate. Esta-
blishing them behind the demo (ideally in a 
way that doesn’t obstruct the movement of the 
demo itself ) can also effectively block trailing 
police cars.

Barricades on Nov. 30

SNC-Lavalin recieved special attention.


